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Introduction1.0
Overview

The purpose of these guidelines is to explain the use of the brand style and to reinforce 
consistent application of the visual elements in all communications. This includes publications, 
presentations, and all other marketing materials both online and print. Guidelines on the use of 
the logo are included.

1.1.0  Introduction



Why are these guidelines here? 

DRINK but THINK.

The campaign identity is the face and personality presented to the global community. 
The identity is the total e�ect of your logos, products, brand names, trademarks, advertising, 
brochures, and presentations— everything that represents DRINK but THINK.

Because the brand cannot be compromised, this guide is here to provide all the pertinent 
speci�cations needed to maintain its integrity. The guidelines set in this document are not 
meant to inhibit, but to improve the impact the campaign has. By following these guidelines the 
campaign will be presented cohesively to the outside world.

2.1.0  Introduction

The ‘DRINK But THINK’ campaign targets young people aged 18-30 and promotes safe drinking 
using sensible drinking messages to inform on the dangers of alcohol but promotes safe 
drinking without just stating the facts and saying don’t drink. 

DRINK But THINK is here to educate people to still go out and enjoy alcohol with friends whilst 
staying safe. By making them think about how much they should be drinking, think about other 
people in their drinking group as well as considering the negative consequences of drink if they 
are not careful. This way of promoting ‘safe drinking’ will hit the target audience more rather 
than �nger waging saying don’t drink.
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The Logo Design2.0

3.2.0  The Logo Design



4.2.0  The Logo Design

Primary logo - in colour
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5.2.0  The Logo Design

Secondary logo - alternative colour
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The Logo Usage2.1
Always use master artwork when reproducing any logo design. It should never be recreated 
under any circumstances. Always ensure you are using the correct artwork for the application.

When reproducing any logo elements, only the original high resolution or vector graphic �les 
shall be used - logos should not be taken from this document.

6.2.1  The Logo Usage



7.2.1  The Logo Usage

Exclusion Zone

Make sure that text or other design elements do not 
encroach upon the logo.

The marked space should always be given to let the 
logo ‘breathe’, free from distraction. 

Minimum reproduction size

In the primary logo format a minimum size must be 
adhered to so that legibilty is retained.

In exceptional circumstances where space is below 
the recommended size, adjustments may have to be 
made to balance the shape and visibility. 

21 mm

30 mm
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8.2.1  The Logo Usage

Correct!

The logo’s shape is consistent with the initial design, 
retaining balance and legibility.

Wrong!

The logo has become distorted from it’s designed 
aspect ratio, therefore stretching or squshing the 
shape and text.

If the space is restrictive, the scale of the logo (not the 
dimensions) must be adjusted to �t.
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Correct!

The logo is clear and visible, set in the second 
colourway. A stroke has been applied only to show 
how the logo would sit, as exclusion zones still apply 
even on a blank backdrop. No stroke is to be used on 
designs.

9.2.1  The Logo Usage

Wrong!

When a very light or white backdrop is used. The 
secondary logo is to be used.
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DRINK
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Correct!

The logo has been used in the fashion it was 
designed. A consistency has been achieved in how it 
is seen.

10.2.1  The Logo Usage

Wrong!

Important elements within the logo have been 
distorted, enlarged or shrunk, a�ecting the balance 
and design.

A consistent layout is essential across all media, and 
by changing key elements it will introduce confusion 
into the brand.
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Correct!

The logo is presented in it’s primary colours using the 
primary typeface that has been selected for the 
logotype.

11.2.1  The Logo Usage

Wrong!

A colour outside of the selected brand colour scheme 
has been used. This is not recommended as it 
confuses the brand image.

Replacing the font is a de�nate no-no. The selected 
typeface should be used at all times with the 
presentation of the logo.
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12.2.1  The Logo Usage

In most cases, use of one campagin logo will be small 
at the bottom that is all that is required. But if the 
logo is to be used in a di�erent place within that 

design the logo at the bottom isn’t required also.

Content Content
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Accurate reproduction of the brand colour scheme is essential in communicating a clear and 
consistent message about the campaign.

Colour Scheme3.0

13.3.0  Colour Scheme



14.3.0  Colour Scheme

Primary DRINK Logo Type Colour

Primary BUT Logo Type  Colour

Primary THINK Logo Type Colour

Secondary DRINK Logo Type Colour

Secondary THINK Logo Type Colour

0 / 0 / 0 / 20 

0 / 0 / 0 / 50

0 / 0 / 0 / 5 

0 / 0 / 0 / 90

0 / 0 / 0 / 100

218 / 218 / 218 

157 / 157 / 156

246 / 246 / 246

60 / 60 / 59

29 / 29 / 27

#DADADA

#9D9D9C

#F6F6F6

#3C3C3B

Primary Logo Background Colour 0 / 0 / 0 / 95 46 / 45 / 44 #2E2D2C

#1D1D1B

CMYK RGB HEX

Secondary BUT Logo Type Colour 0 / 0 / 0 / 80 87 / 87 / 86 #575756



15.3.0  Colour Scheme

Secondary Logo Background Colour

Heading/ Title Type Colour

Background / Base Colour

0 / 0 / 0 / 0

0 / 0 / 0 / 20

0 / 0 / 0 /95 

255 / 255 / 255

218 / 218 / 218

46 / 45 / 44

#FFFFFF

#DADADA

Background / Base Colour Alt. 0 / 0 / 0 / 100 29 / 29 / 27 #1D1D1B

#2E2D2C

CMYK RGB HEX

Sub/body Type Colour 0 / 0 / 0 / 5 246 / 246 / 246 #F6F6F6

Background / Base Colour Alt.2 0 / 0 / 0 / 0 255 / 255 / 255 #FFFFFF

Sub/body Type Colour Alt 0 / 0 / 0 / 95 46 / 45 / 44 #2E2D2C



The Primary typeface is Helvetica Neue Condensed Black with a secondary Helvetica Neue 
Regular to complement the primary. These have been carefully selected to best represent the 
brand image, and must be used to retain consistency - especially within the logo.

Replacing fonts with alternatives should not be done under any circumstances.

Typography4.0

16.4.0  Typography



17.4.0  Typography

Primary Typeface

Helvetica Neue (Condensed Black) (Horizontal scale - 150%/Verticle scale - 100%)
Main logotype and Headings/Titles text (Always used in caps) 

abcdefghijk lmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
!@£$%^&*( )¡€#¢∞§¶•ªº-–_=+{}[ ]; : / \
, .~å∫ç∂´ƒ©˙^∆˚¬µ~øπœ®ß†¨√∑≈¥Ω



18.4.0  Typography

Secondary Typeface

Helvetica Neue (Regular) (Horizontal scale - 100%/Verticle scale - 100%)
For body and any other relevent type.

abcdefghi jk lmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
!@£$%^&*( ) ¡€#¢∞§¶•ªº-–_=+{}[ ];: / \ ,.~
å∫ç∂´ƒ©˙^∆˚¬µ~øπœ®ß†¨√∑≈¥Ω


